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Do more with SOA Integration: Best of PacktPackt Publishing, 2011


	A Packt Compendium is a book formed by drawing existing content from several related Packt titles. In other words, it is a mash-up of published Packt content – Professional Expertise Distilled in the true sense. Such a compendium of Packt's content allows you to learn from each of the chapters' unique styles and Packt does its...
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Learn C++ for Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	If you’re new to C++ but understand some basic programming, then Learn C++ for Game Development lays the foundation for the C++ language and API that you’ll need to build game apps and applications.


	Learn C++ for Game Development will show you how to:

	
		Master C++ features such as...
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Corona SDK Mobile Game Development Beginners Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn, explore, and create commercially successful mobile games for iOS and Android


	About This Book

	
		From game physics to successful marketing, learn the fundamentals of Corona SDK for game development
	
		Integrate your games with social networks such as Twitter and Facebook
	...
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Estuarine EcologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Estuaries are among the most biologically productive ecosystems on the planet--critical to the life cycles of fish, other aquatic animals, and the creatures which feed on them. Estuarine Ecology, Second Edition, covers the physical and chemical aspects of estuaries, the biology and ecology of key organisms, the flow of organic matter...
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Fundamentals of Global Positioning System Receivers: A Software Approach (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
All the expert guidance you need to understand, build, and operate GPS receivers
The Second Edition of this acclaimed publication enables readers to understand and apply the complex operation principles of global positioning system (GPS) receivers. Although GPS receivers are widely used in everyday life to aid in positioning and navigation,...
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Agile Software Development with HP Agile ManagerApress, 2015

	Agile development practices have been widely adopted in a variety of organizations, yet only a few tools are available to help make the practical process of managing agile teams less painful and more successful.


	HP Agile Manager is a purpose-built SaaS-based Agile planning tool. HP Agile Manager provides a simpler, smarter way to...
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Visualization Handbook, First EditionAcademic Press, 2004
The field of visualization is focused on creating images that convey salient information about
underlying data and processes. In the past three decades, the field has seen unprecedented
growth in computational and acquisition technologies,
which has resulted in an increased ability both to sense the physical world with
very...
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Time Mastery: How Temporal Intelligence Will Make You A Stronger, More Effective LeaderAMACOM, 2005
"To be most effective, leaders must move beyond time management to time mastery. Time managers are reliant on clocks and calendars; time masters develop an intuitive sense of timing. Time managers see time as a fixed, rigid constant; time masters view it as relative and malleable. Time masters have what John Clemens and Scott Dalrymple call...
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Silverlight 4: Problem - Design - SolutionWrox Press, 2010

	A hands-on guide to Microsoft's latest rich application development technology: Silverlight 4


	Silverlight 4 is the newest version of the rich Internet application toolkit that provides support for .NET capabilities over the Internet. With this latest release of Silverlight, Microsoft has revolutionized the way that Web...
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Laser Surface Processing and Model Studies (Materials Forming, Machining and Tribology)Springer, 2013

	This book introduces model studies associated with laser surface processing such as conduction limited heating, surface re-melting, Marangoni flow and its effects on the temperature field, re-melting of multi-layered surfaces, laser shock processing, and practical applications. The book provides insight into the physical processes involved...
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Combinatorial Optimization: Theory and Algorithms (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2012

	
		This comprehensive textbook on combinatorial optimization places special emphasis on theoretical results and algorithms with provably good performance, in contrast to heuristics. It is based on numerous courses on combinatorial optimization and specialized topics, mostly at graduate level. This book reviews the...
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Pentaho 3.2 Data Integration: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Pentaho Data Integration (a.k.a. Kettle) is a full-featured open source ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) solution. Although PDI is a feature-rich tool, effectively capturing, manipulating, cleansing, transferring, and loading data can get complicated.


	This book is full of practical examples that will help you to take advantage of...
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